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One aspect of this preparation that perhaps should be added to the list of what to do (or avoid) is what to eat before the deep focus begins. Certainly it is hard to focus when hungry or thirsty, and ...
Psychology Today
Our Book Smart columnist recommends 5 more titles for summer reads, including Elin HIlderbrand's ''Golden Girl' and Dave's 'The Last Thing He Told Me' ...
Book Smart: Elin HIlderbrand and other picks for your rest-of-summer reading list
Seven Texas teachers discuss the ways their classrooms will be affected by a state law restricting how they talk about race and racism with students.
Teachers Share What They Will—and Won’t—Do Differently Under Critical Race Theory Law
Longtime readers of Phil’s astute political journalism will find some irony in this, because Phil first achieved recognition in the 1980s predicting that the generational divide would soon become ...
The Unemployed Elderly Are a Dangerous Political Force. Here’s Why.
There has been a decades-long decline in reading proficiency by schoolchildren in America – and this deficiency isn’t limited to just children. Only 48 percent of adults in America are proficient ...
Guest view: Reading is fundamental – so why are we failing our students so badly?
The submissions to Lt. Gov. Mark Robinson's task force investigating political indoctrination in schools are a mixed bag of positive and negative responses to the task force's existence and an ...
Accusations of McCarthyism, biased teachers among complaints sent to Lt. Gov.'s 'indoctrination' task force
Haven, Kansas, is about the last place most people would expect a debate on critical race theory. The small town of 1,200 people halfway between Hutchinson and Wichita is a far cry from New York City ...
Kansas school boards grapple with critical race theory
I work entirely from home. For the most part, it's amazing, but it does mean that time management and self-motivation are 100 percent up to me — which is why having one of the best planners is ...
The 18 Best Planners To Get You Organized & Optimize Productivity
Statues, Paintings, and Masks in Asian Places The paintings of bold-faced gods in the Korean shaman’s shrine had fallen to the floor and stuck together. “They had been fighting,” the shaman said. They ...
The Social Lives of God Pictures and Temple Statues
When people find texting natural, they may not realize that text messages have accepted linguistic rules. 2021 graduate Fallon Russell conducted research to identify and explain those rules and ...
WKU English Graduate Fallon Russell Presents Research on Text Message Punctuation
Its most recent panel reviewed the impact of slavery at the Alamo. “I’m hoping for an Alamo that interprets those truths, struggles with them, asks lots of different questions,” said Carey Latimore, a ...
Alamo's ties to slavery stir debate
As we emerge from the pandemic to face a surge in violent crime, evidence-based gun violence prevention programs take on a new urgency, criminologist Caterina Roman tells Greg Berman in the latest ...
Reducing Violence: Why ‘Simple’ Solutions Won’t Work
“In order to succeed, you need to get out and inspire people to see in you what you see in yourself,” writes US-based entrepreneur and lawyer Suneel Gupta, founding CEO of telehealth company Rise, in ...
Suneel Gupta: 'People who change the world around them aren’t just brilliant, they’re backable'
Disaffected young evangelicals and those who left the church describe an out-of-touch institution not in line with their political beliefs, a scholar found ...
Why some younger evangelicals are leaving the faith
Bettmann, via Getty Images Supported by By Jeré Longman To stay loose ... of history and African American studies at Penn State who is writing a book to be called “Can’t Eat a Medal: The ...
A Quiet Demonstration and a Long Shadow
Alcohol has become so normalized there’s hardly a situation when a drink doesn’t feel appropriate, experts say. Now we’re marketing it to one another.
Happy? Sad? Stressed? How Drinking Became the Answer to Everything
Anyone familiar with academia’s racial monomania knows the answer ... the journal Social Text. Sokal drew on efforts among comparative-literature and American-studies professors to deploy ...
Are cosmic black holes racist? Take this Cornell course to find out!
Seeking answers to the most timely and important social justice ... for the best new book in Latina/o politics. We welcome our new chair this coming July 1st, 2021 - Apara Nanda, Ph.D We have a new ...
Ethnic Studies
One of her latest projects is now published in the BCcampus Open Textbook Collection: Introduction to Consumer Behaviour. This new textbook fills an important gap in available open educational ...
New Consumer Behaviour Textbook Demonstrates Why Care and Social Justice Matter in Marketing
“It was very frustrating to see that I know the answer and ... school to write a book that contains a glossary of commonly used terms in math, science, English and social studies focusing ...
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